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Abstract
Decentralized optimization algorithms have received much attention due to the recent ad-
vances in network information processing. However, conventional decentralized algorithms based
on projected gradient descent are incapable of handling high dimensional constrained problems,
as the projection step becomes computationally prohibitive to compute. To address this prob-
lem, this paper adopts a projection-free optimization approach, a.k.a. the Frank-Wolfe (FW) or
conditional gradient algorithm. We first develop a decentralized FW (DeFW) algorithm from
the classical FW algorithm. The convergence of the proposed algorithm is studied by viewing
the decentralized algorithm as an inexact FW algorithm. Using a diminishing step size rule
and letting t be the iteration number, we show that the DeFW algorithm’s convergence rate is
O(1/t) for convex objectives; is O(1/t2) for strongly convex objectives with the optimal solu-
tion in the interior of the constraint set; and is O(1/√t) towards a stationary point for smooth
but non-convex objectives. We then show that a consensus-based DeFW algorithm meets the
above guarantees with two communication rounds per iteration. Furthermore, we demonstrate
the advantages of the proposed DeFW algorithm on low-complexity robust matrix completion
and communication efficient sparse learning. Numerical results on synthetic and real data are
presented to support our findings.
1 Introduction
Recently, algorithms for tackling high-dimensional optimizations have been sought for the ‘big-data’
challenge [3]. As these data/measurements are dispersed over clouds of networked machines, it is
important to consider decentralized algorithms that can allow the agents/machines to co-operate
and leverage the aggregated computation power [4].
This paper considers decentralized algorithm for tackling a constrained optimization problem
with N agents:
min
θ∈Rd
F (θ) s.t. θ ∈ C, where F (θ) := 1
N
N∑
i=1
fi(θ) , (1)
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and fi(θ) is a continuously differentiable (possibly non-convex) function held by the ith agent and
C is a closed and bounded convex set in Rd. Typically, the function fi(θ) models the loss function
over the private data held by agent i, and C corresponds to a regularization constraint imposed on
the optimization variable θ such as sparsity or low rank of an array of values. Problem (1) covers a
number of applications in control theory, signal processing and machine learning, including system
identification [5], matrix completion [6] and sparse learning [7, 8].
To tackle (1), the agents communicate on a network described as a graph G = (V,E), where
V = {1, ..., N} is the set of agents and E ⊆ V × V describes the connectivity. As G is not fully
connected, it is useful to apply decentralized algorithms that relies on near-neighbor information
exchanges. In light of this, various authors have proposed to tackle (1) through decentralized al-
gorithms that are built on the average consensus protocol [9,10]. For example, [11–18] studied the
decentralized gradient methods; [19, 20] considered the Newton-type methods; [21–25] considered
the decentralized primal-dual algorithms. [26,27] are built on the successive convex approximation
framework. The convergence properties of these algorithms were investigated extensively, espe-
cially for convex objectives [4, 12–25]; for non-convex objectives, a few recent results can be found
in [11,25–29]. However, most prior work are projection-based such that each iteration of the above
algorithms necessitates a projection step onto the constraint set C, or solving a sub-problem with
similar complexity. While the projection step entails a modest complexity for problems with moder-
ate dimension, it may become computationally prohibitive for high dimensional problems, thereby
rendering the above methods impractical for our scenario of interest.
To address the issue above, this paper focuses on a decentralized projection-free algorithm. We
extend the Frank-Wolfe (FW) algorithm [30] to operate with near-neighbor information exchange,
leading to a decentralized FW (DeFW) algorithm. The FW (a.k.a. conditional gradient) algorithm
has been recently popularized due to its efficacy in handling high-dimensional constrained problems.
Examples of its applications include optimal control [31], matrix completion [32], image and video
colocation [33], electric vehicle charging [34] and traffic assignment [35]; see the overview article [36].
From the algorithmic perspective, the FW algorithm replaces the costly projection step in PG based
algorithms with a constrained linear optimization, which often admits an efficient solution. In a
centralized setting, the convergence of FW algorithm has been studied for convex problems [30,36],
yet little is known for non-convex problems [37–39].
Our contributions are as follows. We first describe abstractly the DeFW algorithm as a variation
of the FW algorithm with inexact iterates and gradients. We then analyze its convergence —
for convex objectives, the sub-optimality (of objective values) of the iterates produced by the
proposed algorithm is shown to converge as O(1/t) with t being the iteration number, and is
O(1/t2) for strongly convex objectives when the optimal solution is in the interior of C; for non-
convex objectives, we demonstrate that the proposed algorithm has limit points that are stationary
points of (1), and they can be found at the rate of O(√1/t). We then show that a consensus-
based implementation of the proposed algorithm with fixed number of communication rounds of
near-neighbor information exchanges achieves all the above guarantees. To our knowledge, this is
the first decentralized FW algorithm. Moreover, our convergence rate in the non-convex setting is
comparable to that of a centralized projected gradient method [40]. Lastly, we present examples
on communication-efficient LASSO and decentralized matrix completion.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 develops the DeFW algorithm. We sum-
marize the main theoretical results of convergence for convex and non-convex objective functions.
A consensus-based implementation of the DeFW algorithm will then be presented in Section 3. Ap-
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plications of the DeFW algorithm are discussed in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 presents numerical
results to support our findings.
1.1 Notations & Mathematical Preliminaries
For any d ∈ N, we define [d] as the set {1, ..., d}. We use boldfaced lower-case letters to denote
vectors and boldfaced upper-case letters to denote matrices. For a vector x (or a matrix X), the
notation [x]i (or [X]i,j) denotes its ith element (or (i, j)th element). The vectorization of a matrix
X ∈ Rm1×m2 is denoted by vec(X) = [x1;x2; . . . ;xm2 ] ∈ Rm1m2 such that xi is the ith column of
X. The vector ei ∈ Rd is the ith unit vector such that [ei]j = 0 for all j 6= i and [ei]i = 1. For some
positive finite constants C1, C2, C3, C2 ≤ C3 and non-negative functions f(t), g(t), the notations
f(t) = O(g(t)), f(t) = Θ(g(t)) indicate f(t) ≤ C1g(t), C2g(t) ≤ f(t) ≤ C3g(t) for sufficiently large
t, respectively.
Let E be a Euclidean space embedded in Rd and the Euclidean norm is denoted by ‖ · ‖2. The
binary operator 〈·, ·〉 denotes the inner product on E. In addition, E is equipped with a norm ‖ · ‖
and the corresponding dual norm ‖ · ‖?. Let G,L, µ be non-negative constants. Consider a function
f : Rd → R, the function f is G-Lipschitz if for all θ,θ′ ∈ E,
|f(θ)− f(θ′)| ≤ G‖θ − θ′‖ ; (2)
the function f is L-smooth if for all θ,θ′ ∈ E,
f(θ)− f(θ′) ≤ 〈∇f(θ′),θ − θ′〉+ L
2
‖θ − θ′‖22 , (3)
the above is equivalent to ‖∇f(θ′)−∇f(θ)‖2 ≤ L‖θ′ − θ‖2; the function f is µ-strongly convex if
for all θ,θ′ ∈ E,
f(θ)− f(θ′) ≤ 〈∇f(θ),θ − θ′〉 − µ
2
‖θ − θ′‖22 ; (4)
moreover, f is convex if the above is satisfied with µ = 0.
Consider Problem (1), its constraint set C ⊆ E is convex and bounded with the diameter defined
as:
ρ := max
θ,θ′∈C
‖θ − θ′‖, ρ¯ := max
θ,θ′∈C
‖θ − θ′‖2 , (5)
note that ρ is defined with respect to (w.r.t.) the norm ‖ · ‖ while ρ¯ is defined w.r.t. the Euclidean
norm. When the objective function F is µ-strongly convex with µ > 0, the optimal solution to (1)
is unique and denoted by θ?, we also define
δ := min
s∈∂C
‖s− θ?‖2 , (6)
where ∂C is the boundary set of C. If δ > 0, the solution θ? is in the interior of C.
2 Decentralized Frank-Wolfe (DeFW)
We develop the decentralized Frank-Wolfe (DeFW) algorithm from the classical FW algorithm [30].
Let t ∈ N be the iteration number and the initial point θ0 ∈ C is feasible. Recall the definition
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Algorithm 1 Decentralized Frank-Wolfe (DeFW).
1: Input: Initial point θi1 for i = 1, . . . , N .
2: for t = 1, 2, . . . do
3: Consensus: approximate the average iterate:
θ¯it ← NetAvgit({θjt }Nj=1), ∀ i ∈ [N ] .
4: Aggregating : approximate the average gradient:
∇itF ← NetAvgit({∇fj(θ¯jt )}Nj=1), ∀ i ∈ [N ] .
5: Frank-Wolfe Step: update
θit+1 ← (1− γt)θ¯it + γtait where ait ∈ arg min
a∈C
〈∇itF ,a〉,
for all agent i ∈ [N ] and γt ∈ (0, 1] is a step size.
6: end for
7: Return: θ¯it+1,∀ i ∈ [N ].
F (θ) := (1/N)
∑N
i=1 fi(θ), the centralized FW algorithm for problem (1) proceeds by:
at−1 ∈ arg min
a∈C
〈∇F (θt−1),a〉 , (7a)
θt = θt−1 + γt−1(at−1 − θt−1) , (7b)
where γt−1 ∈ (0, 1] is a step size to be determined. Observe that θt is a convex combination of θt−1
and at−1 which are both feasible, therefore θt ∈ C as C is a convex set. When the step size is chosen
as γt = 2/(t+ 1), the FW algorithm is known to converge at a rate of O(1/t) if F is L-smooth and
convex [36]. A main feature of the FW algorithm is that the linear optimization1 (LO) (7a) can be
solved more efficiently than computing a projection, leading to a projection-free algorithm. At the
end of this section, we will illustrate a few examples of C with efficient LO computations.
Our next endeavor is to extend the FW algorithm to a decentralized setting via mimicking
(7) with only near-neighbor information exchanges. Doing so requires replacing the centralized
gradient/iterate ∇F (θt), θt in (7) with local approximations, as similar to the strategy in [14,24].
In the following, we offer a high-level description of the proposed DeFW algorithm and dis-
cuss the convergence properties of it. Details regarding the implementation will be postponed to
Section 3. Let θit denotes an auxillary iterate kept by agent i at iteration t. Define the average
iterate:
θ¯t := N
−1∑N
i=1 θ
i
t (8)
and the local iterate θ¯it as an approximation of the average iterate above, also kept by agent i.
We require θ¯it to track θ¯t with an increasing accuracy. Let {∆pt}t≥1 be a non-negative, decreasing
sequence with ∆pt → 0, we assume
1Notice that (7a) is a convex optimization problem with a linear objective.
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Assumption 1 ({∆pt}t≥1) For all t ≥ 1, it holds that
maxi∈[N ] ‖θ¯it − θ¯t‖2 ≤ ∆pt . (9)
To compute (7a), ideally each agent has to access the global gradient, ∇F (θ¯t). However, just the
local function fi(·) is available and agent i can only compute the local gradient ∇fi(θ¯it). Therefore,
we also need to track the average gradient,
∇tF := N−1
∑N
j=1∇fj(θ¯jt ) , (10)
by the local approximation ∇itF . Note that ∇tF is close to ∇F (θ¯t) when each of the function fi(θ)
is smooth and θ¯it is close to θ¯t. Let {∆dt}t≥1 be a non-negative, decreasing sequence with ∆dt → 0,
we assume:
Assumption 2 ({∆dt}t≥1) For all t ≥ 1, it holds that
maxi∈[N ] ‖∇itF −∇tF‖2 ≤ ∆dt . (11)
Naturally, from the local approximation ∇itF , the ith agent can compute the update direction
ait = arg mina∈C〈∇itF ,a〉 and update θit+1 similarly as in (7b). To summarize, a sketch of the
DeFW algorithm can be found in Algorithm 1.
Under Assumptions 1-2, for each agent i, line 5 in Algorithm 1 can be regarded as performing
an inexact FW update on θ¯t, whose convergence can be characterized below. For convex objective
functions, we have:
Theorem 1 Set the step size as γt = 2/(t + 1). Suppose that each of fi is convex and L-smooth.
Let Cp and Cg be two positive constants. Under Assumptions 1-2 [∆pt = Cp/t, ∆dt = Cg/t], we
have
F (θ¯t)− F (θ?) ≤ 8ρ¯(Cg + LCp) + 2Lρ¯
2
t+ 1
, (12)
for all t ≥ 1, where θ? is an optimal solution to (1). Furthermore, if F is µ-strongly convex and
the optimal solution θ? lies in the interior of C, i.e., δ > 0 (cf. (6)), we have
F (θ¯t)− F (θ?) ≤ (4ρ¯(Cg + LCp) + Lρ¯
2)2
2δ2µ
· 9
(t+ 1)2
, (13)
for all t ≥ 1.
The proof can be found in Appendix A. We remark that θ¯t is always feasible. For strongly convex
objective functions, the conditions (12), (13) imply that the sequence {θ¯t}t≥1 converges to an
optimal solution of (1). Furthermore, as the consensus error, maxi∈[N ] ‖θ¯it − θ¯t‖2, decay to zero
(cf. Assumption 1), the local iterates {θ¯it}t≥1 share similar convergence guarantee as {θ¯t}t≥1.
For non-convex objective functions, we study the convergence of the FW/duality gap:
gt := max
θ∈C
〈∇F (θ¯t), θ¯t − θ〉 . (14)
From the definition, when gt = 0, the iterate θ¯t will be a stationary point to (1). Thus we may
regard gt as a measure of the stationarity of the iterate θ¯t. Also, define the set of stationary point
to (1) as:
C? = {θ ∈ C : max
θ∈C
〈∇F (θ),θ − θ〉 = 0} . (15)
We consider the following technical assumption:
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Assumption 3 The set C? is non-empty. Moreover, the function F (θ) takes a finite number of
values over C?, i.e., the set F (C?) = {F (θ) : θ ∈ C?} is finite.
Verifying Assumption 3 may be hard in practice. Meanwhile, it is reasonable to assume that (1)
has a finite number of stationary points since the set C is bounded. In the latter case, Assumption 3
is satisfied. We now have:
Theorem 2 Set the step size as γt = 1/t
α for some α ∈ (0, 1]. Suppose each of fi is L-smooth and
G-Lipschitz (possibly non-convex). Let Cp, Cg be two positive constants. Under Assumption 1-2
[∆pt = Cp/t
α, ∆dt = Cg/t
α], it holds that:
1. for all T ≥ 6 that are even, if α ∈ [0.5, 1),
min
t∈[T/2+1,T ]
gt ≤ 1
T 1−α
· 1− α
(1− (2/3)1−α) ·(
Gρ+ (Lρ¯2/2 + 2ρ¯(Cg + LCp)) log 2
)
;
(16)
if α ∈ (0, 0.5),
min
t∈[T/2+1,T ]
gt ≤ 1
Tα
· 1− α
(1− (2/3)1−α) ·(
Gρ+
(Lρ¯2/2 + 2ρ¯(Cg + LCp))(1− (1/2)1−2α)
1− 2α
)
.
(17)
2. additionally, under Assumption 3 and α ∈ (0.5, 1], the sequence of objective values {F (θ¯t)}t≥1
converges, {θ¯t}t≥1 has limit points and each limit point is in C?.
The proof can be found in Appendix B. Note that setting α = 0.5 gives the quickest convergence
rate of O(1/√T ). It is worth mentioning that our results are novel compared to prior work on
non-convex FW even in a centralized setting (N = 1,∆pt = 0,∆dt = 0). For instance, [37] requires
that the local minimizer is unique; [38] gives the same convergence rate but uses an adaptive step
size. We remark that the local iterates {θ¯it}t≥1 share similar convergence property as {θ¯t}t≥1 due
to Assumption 1.
Lastly, we survey some relevant examples of the constraint set C where the LO in the DeFW
algorithm (cf. line 5 in Algorithm 1) can be computed efficiently:
1. When C is the `1 ball, C = {θ ∈ Rd : ‖θ‖1 ≤ R},
ait = −R · ek, where k ∈ arg max
j∈[d]
∣∣[∇itF ]j∣∣ . (18)
The solution above amounts to finding the coordinate index of ∇itF with the maximum
magnitude. Importantly, this solution is only 1-sparse. Consequently, the tth iterate θ¯t will
be at most tN -sparse. The worst-case complexity of computing ait is O(d); in comparison,
the worst-case complexity for the projection into an `1 ball is O(d log d)2.
2There exists a randomized, accelerated algorithm for projection in [41] with an expected complexity of O(d).
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2. When C is the trace norm ball, C = {θ ∈ Rm1×m2 : ‖θ‖σ,1 ≤ R}, where ‖θ‖σ,1 is the sum of
the singular values of θ. Let u1,v1 be the top-1 left/right singular vector of ∇itF , we have
ait = −R · u1v>1 . (19)
Importantly, at a target solution accuracy of δ, the top singular vectors can be computed with
a complexity of O(max{m1,m2} log(1/δ)) using the power/Lanczos method if ‖vec(∇itF )‖0 =
O(max{m1,m2}). In comparison, the projection onto the trace norm ball requires a complex-
ity of O(max{m1m22,m2m21} log(1/δ)) for computing the full SVD of an m1×m2 matrix [42].
For more examples of C with efficient LO computations, the interested readers are referred
to [36] for an overview.
3 Consensus-based DeFW algorithm
This section demonstrates how an average consensus (AC) based scheme can generate local approx-
imations θ¯it, ∇itF at the desirable sub-linear accuracies (cf. Assumptions 1-2) using as few as two
communication rounds per iteration.
Specifically, the following discussions are based on the static AC [9,10]. While the exact details
are left for a future work, we believe that it is possible to extend our protocol to a time varying
network’s setting. We consider an undirected graph G = (V,E) and assign a non-negative, sym-
metric weighted adjacency matrix W ∈ RN×N+ that describes the local communication between the
N agents. The matrix satisfies Wij := [W ]ij > 0 iff (i, j) ∈ E and it is doubly stochastic, i.e.,
W1 = W>1 = 1. Moreover,
Assumption 4 The second largest (in magnitude) eigenvalue of W is strictly less than one, i.e.,
|λ2(W )| < 1.
The existence of such matrix W is guaranteed if G is connected. For each round of the AC update,
the agents take a weighted average of the values from its neighbors according to W . We now state
the following fact regarding W .
Fact 1 Let x1, ...,xN ∈ Rd be a set of vectors and xavg := N−1
∑N
i=1 xi be their average. Suppose
W is a doubly stochastic, non-negative matrix. The output after performing one round of AC
update:
xi =
∑N
j=1Wij · xj (20)
must satisfy √√√√ N∑
i=1
‖xi − xavg‖22 ≤ |λ2(W )| ·
√√√√ N∑
i=1
‖xi − xavg‖22 , (21)
where λ2(W ) is the second largest eigenvalue of W .
The fact above can be verified from linear algebra. Together with Assumption 4, the above implies
that each AC update (20) moves the vectors closer to the average xavg. Repeatedly applying (21)
shows the well known fact that AC computes the average xavg at a linear rate.
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Let us consider the near-neighbor computation of θ¯it in line 3 of Algorithm 1. Here, the consensus
step is computed by:
θ¯it =
∑N
j=1Wij · θjt , (22)
i.e., we apply one round of the AC update. Since Wij = 0 if (i, j) /∈ E, the above operation is
achievable by information exchanges with the near-neighbors of agent i.
Now, for some α ∈ (0, 1], we define t0(α) as the smallest integer such that
λ2(W ) ≤
( t0(α)
t0(α) + 1
)α · 1
1 + (t0(α))−α
. (23)
Notice that t0(α) is upper bounded by:
t0(α) ≤ d(|λ2(W )|−1/(1+α) − 1)−1e , (24)
which is finite under Assumption 4. The following lemma can be easily proven:
Lemma 1 Set the step size γt = 1/t
α in the DeFW algorithm for some α ∈ (0, 1], then θ¯it in (22)
satisfies Assumption 1:
maxi∈[N ] ‖θ¯it − θ¯t‖2 ≤ ∆pt = Cp/tα, ∀ t ≥ 1 , (25)
Cp := (t0(α))
α ·
√
Nρ¯ . (26)
The proof is postponed to Appendix C, which relies on the observation that θit is a convex combi-
nation of θ¯it−1 and ait−1. In particular, θ¯it−1 is already O(1/(t− 1)α)-close to the network average
from the last iteration and the update direction ait−1 is weighted by a decaying step size γt−1.
In comparison to what we were able to establish above, the near-neighbor computation of ∇itF
in line 4 of the DeFW algorithm is less straightforward. Unlike the computation of θ¯t, computing
N−1
∑N
i=1∇fi(θ¯it) to an accuracy of O(1/tα) by only communicating the local gradient ∇fi(θ¯it)
requires ∼ log t rounds of updates when the AC protocol is employed. The main issue is that the
local gradient ∇fi(θ¯it) computed by the ith agent is different from the local gradient computed at
the other agent, even when θ¯it is close to θ¯
j
t for j 6= i.
We propose an approach that is inspired by the fast stochastic average gradient (SAGA) method
[43] which re-uses the gradient approximation ∇it−1F from the last iteration3. Define the following
surrogate of local gradient at iteration t:
∇itF := ∇it−1F +∇fi(θ¯it)−∇fi(θ¯it−1) , (27)
for all i ∈ [N ]. When t = 1, we set ∇i1F = ∇fi(θ¯i1). We now apply the AC update to the gradient
surrogate. In line 4 of Algorithm 1, the aggregating step is computed by:
∇itF =
∑N
j=1Wij · ∇jtF , (28)
i.e., using just one round of AC update on ∇itF . Below we show that the average gradient is
preserved by ∇itF . Moreover, ∇itF has an approximation error similar to Lemma 1:
3After the submission, the authors notice that a similar technique is adopted in [13, 18, 27] under the name of
‘gradient tracking’ for various decentralized methods. We provide a rate analysis with non-asymptotic constants.
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Lemma 2 Set the step size γt = 1/t
α in the DeFW algorithm for some α ∈ (0, 1]. Suppose that
each of fi is L-smooth, and θ¯
i
t is updated according to (22), then ∇itF in (28) satisfies
N−1
∑N
i=1∇itF = N−1
∑N
i=1∇itF = N−1
∑N
i=1∇fi(θ¯it), ∀ t ≥ 1 , (29)
and Assumption 2:
maxi∈[N ] ‖∇itF −∇tF‖2 ≤ ∆dt = Cg/tα, ∀ t ≥ 1 , (30)
Cg :=
√
N max
{
2(2Cp + ρ¯)L, (t0(α))
α|λ2(W )|
( Lρ¯
1− |λ2(W )| +B1
)}
, (31)
where B1 := maxi=1,...,N ‖∇fi(θ¯i1)‖2 is a bound on the initial gradients.
The proof can be found in Appendix D. Similar intuition as in Lemma 1 was used in the proof. In
particular, we observe that ∇ttF is a linear combination of ∇it−1F and ∇fi(θ¯it) − ∇fi(θ¯it−1). The
former is O(1/(t− 1)α)-close to the average, and the latter decays to zero as enforced by the step
size γt.
Finally, the conditions on ∆pt,∆dt necessitated by Theorem 1 & 2 can be satisfied by (22) &
(28).
Corollary 1 Under Assumption 4, the results in Theorem 1 & 2 hold when line 3, line 4 in the
DeFW algorithm (Algorithm 1) are computed by (22), (28) respectively.
In other words, the consensus-based DeFW algorithm converges for both convex and non-convex
problems, while using a constant number of communication rounds per iteration.
As a final remark, recall from Theorem 2 that for non-convex objectives, the best rate of
convergence can be achieved if we set α = 0.5. However, from Lemma 1 & 2, we notice that
the approximation error also decays the slowest when α = 0.5. This presents a potential tradeoff
in the choice of α. From our numerical experience, we find that setting α = 0.75 yields a good
performance in practice.
4 Applications
In this section, we study two applications of the DeFW algorithm to illustrate its flexibility and
efficacy.
4.1 Example I: Decentralized Matrix Completion
Consider a setting when the network of agents obtain incomplete observations of a matrix θtrue of
dimension m1 ×m2 with m1,m2  0. The ith agent has corrupted observations from the training
set Ωi ⊂ [m1]× [m2] that are expressed as:
Yk,l = [θtrue]k,l + Zk,l, ∀ (k, l) ∈ Ωi . (32)
To recover a low-rank θtrue, we consider the following trace-norm constrained matrix completion
(MC) problem:
min
θ∈Rm1×m2
N∑
i=1
∑
(k,l)∈Ωi
f˜i([θ]k,l, Yk,l) s.t. ‖θ‖σ,1 ≤ R , (33)
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where f˜i : R2 → R is a loss function picked by agent i according to the observations he/she received.
Notice that (33) is also related to the low rank subspace system identification problem described
in [5], where Y with [Y ]k,l = Yk,l, θtrue are modeled as the measured system response and the
ground truth low rank response; also see [44] for a related work.
Similar MC problems have been considered in [45–48], where [45] studied a consensus-based
optimization method similar to ours and [46–48] studied the parallel computation setting where
the agents are working synchronously in a fully connected network. Compared to our approach,
these work assume that the rank of θtrue is known in advance and solve the MC problem via matrix
factorization. In addition, [45,46] required that each local observation set Ωi only have entries taken
from a disjoint subset of the columns/rows only. Our approach does not have any restrictions above.
We consider two different observation models. When Zk,l is the i.i.d. Gaussian noise of variance
σ2i , we choose f˜i(·, ·) to be the square loss function, i.e.,
f˜i([θ]k,l, Yk,l) := (1/σ
2
i ) · (Yk,l − [θ]k,l)2 . (34)
This yields the classical MC problem in [6]. The next model considers the sparse+low rank matrix
completion in [49], where the observations are contaminated with a sparse noise. Here, we model
Zk,l as a sparse noise in the sense that there are a few number of entries in Ωi where Zk,l is non-zero.
We choose f˜i(·, ·) to be the negated Gaussian loss, i.e.,
f˜i([θ]k,l, Yk,l) :=
(
1− exp
(
− ([θ]k,l − Yk,l)
2
σi
))
, (35)
where σi > 0 controls the robustness to outliers for the data obtained at the ith agent. Here, f˜i(·, ·)
is a smoothed `0 loss [50] with enhanced robustness to outliers in the data. Notice that the resultant
MC problem (33) is non-convex.
Note that (33) is a special case of problem (1) with C being the trace-norm ball. The consensus-
based DeFW algorithm can be applied on (33) directly. The projection-free nature of the DeFW
algorithm leads to a low complexity implementation (33). Lastly, several remarks on the commu-
nication and storage cost of the DeFW algorithm are in order:
• The SAGA-like gradient surrogate ∇itF (27) is supported only on ∪Ni=1Ωi since for all i ∈ [N ],
the local gradient
∇fi(θ¯it) =
∑
(k,l)∈Ωi
f˜ ′i([θ¯
i
t]k,l, Yk,l) · ek(e′l)> (36)
is supported on Ωi, where θ¯
i
t is defined in (22). In the above, ek (e
′
l) is the kth (lth) canonical
basis vector for Rm1 (Rm2) and f˜ ′i(θ, y) is the derivative of f˜i(θ, y) taken with respect to θ.
Consequently, the average ∇itF is supported only on ∪Ni=1Ωi. As | ∪Ni=1 Ωi|  m1m2, the
amount of information exchanged during the aggregating step (Line 4 in DeFW) is low.
• The update direction ait is a rank-one matrix composed of the top singular vectors of ∇itF
(cf. (19)). Since every iteration in DeFW adds at most N distinct pair of singular vectors
to θ¯t, the rank of θ¯
i
t is upper bounded by tN if we initialize by θ¯
i
0 = 0. We can reduce
the communication cost in Line 3 in DeFW by exchanging these singular vectors. Note that
(tN) · (m1 +m2) entries are stored/exchanged instead of m1 ·m2.
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• When the agents are only concerned with predicting the entries of θtrue in the subset Ξ ⊂
[m1] × [m2], instead of propagating the singular vectors as described above, the consensus
step can be carried out by exchanging only the entries of θit+1 in Ξ ∪
( ∪Ni=1 Ωi) without
affecting the operations of the DeFW algorithm. In this case, the storage/communication
cost is |Ξ ∪ ( ∪Ni=1 Ωi)|.
4.2 Example II: Communication Efficient DeFW for LASSO
Let (yi,Ai) be the available data tuple at agent i ∈ [N ] such that Ai ∈ Rm×d and yi ∈ Rm. The
data yi is a corrupted measurement of an unknown parameter θtrue:
yi = Aiθtrue + zi , (37)
where zi ∼ N (0, σ2I) are independent noise vectors. Furthermore, we assume m d such that the
matrixA>i Ai is rank-deficient. However, the parameter θtrue is s-sparse such that s = ‖θtrue‖0  d.
This motivates us to consider the following distributed LASSO problem:
min
θ∈Rd
N∑
i=1
1
2
‖yi −Aiθ‖22 s.t. ‖θ‖1 ≤ R , (38)
Notice that the above is a special case of (1) with fi(θ) = (1/2)‖yi −Aiθ‖22 and C is an `1-ball in
Rd with radius R. We assume that (38) has an optimal solution θ? that is sparse. The settings
above also correspond to identifying a linear system described by a sparse parameter θtrue, where
Ai, yi are the input, output of the system, respectively; see [51] for a related formulation on the
identification of switched linear systems.
A number of decentralized algorithms are easily applicable to (38). For example, the decentral-
ized projected gradient (DPG) algorithm in [15] is described by — at iteration t,
θi,PGt+1 = PC
(∑N
j=1Wijθ
j,PG
t − αt∇fi
(∑N
j=1Wijθ
j,PG
t
))
, (39)
where αt ∈ (0, 1] is a diminishing step size and Wij is the weighted adjacency matrix described in
Section 3. For convex problems, the DPG algorithm is shown to converge to an optimal solution
θ? of (38) at a rate of O(1/√t) [12].
Let us focus on the communication efficiency of the DPG algorithm, which is important when
the network between agents is limited in bandwidth. To this end, we define the communication cost
as the number of non-zero real numbers exchanged per agent. As seen from (39), at each iteration
the ith agent exchanges its current iterate θi,PGt with the neighboring agents. From the computation
step shown, θi,PGt may contain as high as O(d) non-zeros and the per-iteration communication cost
will be O(d). Despite the high communication cost, the per-iteration computation complexity of
(39) is also high, i.e., at O(d log d) [41]. We notice that [7, 8] have considered distributed sparse
recovery algorithm with focus on the communication efficiency. However, their algorithms are based
on the iterative hard thresholding (IHT) formulation [52] that requires a-priori knowledge on the
sparsity level of θtrue. Our consensus-based DeFW algorithm in Section 3 may also be applied
directly to (38). However, similar issue as the DPG algorithm may arise during the aggregating
step, since the gradient surrogate (27) may also have O(d) non-zeros. Lastly, another related work
is [53] which applies coding to ‘compress’ the message exchanged in the consensus-based algorithms.
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This section proposes a sparsified DeFW algorithm for solving (38). The modified algorithm
applies a novel ‘sparsification’ procedure to reduce communication cost during the iterations, which
is enabled by the structure of the DeFW algorithm. To describe the sparsified DeFW algorithm,
we first argue that the consensus step in the consensus-based DeFW should remain unchanged as it
already has a low communication cost. From (18) and (22), we see that θit is at most (t− 1)N + 1-
sparse since ait is always a 1-sparse vector
4 (cf. (18)). As such, the communication cost of this step
is bounded by tN .
Our focus is to improve the communication efficiency of aggregating step. Here, the key idea is
that only the largest magnitude coordinate in ∇itF is sought when computing ait (cf. (18)). As long
as the largest magnitude coordinate in ∇itF is preserved, the updates in the DeFW algorithm can
remain unaffected. This motivates us to ‘sparsify’ the gradient information at each iteration before
exchanging them with the neighboring agents. Let Ωt ⊆ [d] be the coordinates of the gradient
information to be exchanged at iteration t. The agents exchange the following gradient surrogate
in lieu of (27):
∇̂itF :=
(∇fi(θ¯it)) 1Ωt , where 1Ωt = ∑k∈Ωt ek , (40)
and  denotes the Hadamard/element-wise product.
Let `t = dCl + log(t)/ log |λ−12 (W )|e where Cl is some finite constant and λ2(W ) is the second
largest eigenvalue of the weight matrix W , the sparsified DeFW algorithm computes the approxi-
mate gradient average ∇itF in line 4 of Algorithm 1 by:
∇itF =
∑N
j=1[W
`t ]ij · ∇̂jtF . (41)
Note that (41) requires `t rounds of AC updates to be performed at iteration t, i.e., a logarithmically
increasing number of rounds of AC updates. The update direction ait can then be computed by
sorting the vector ∇itF . As ∇itF is |Ωt|-sparse, this update direction can be computed in O(|Ωt|)
time.
We pick the coordinate set Ωt in a decentralized manner. Consider the following decomposition:
Ωt =
⋃N
i=1 Ωt,i , (42)
where Ωt,i ⊂ [d] is picked by agent i at iteration t. The coordinate set Ωt needs to be known by
all agents before (41). This can be achieved with low communication overhead, e.g., by forming a
spanning tree on the graph G and broadcasting the required indices in Ωt to all agents; see [54].
Set pt as the maximum desirable cardinality of Ωt,i, agent i chooses the coordinate set using one of
the following two schemes:
• (Random coordinate) Each agent selects Ωt,i by picking pt coordinates uniformly (with re-
placement) from [d].
• (Extreme coordinate) Each agent selects Ωt,i as the pt largest magnitude coordinates of the
vector ∇fi(θ¯it).
For the random coordinate selection scheme, the following lemma shows that the gradient
approximation error can be controlled at a desirable rate with an appropriate choice of pt. Let
ξt := (1− (1− 1/d)ptN ), we have:
4As pointed out by [36], this observation also leads to an interesting sparsity-accuracy trade-off when applying
FW on `1 constrained problems.
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Lemma 3 Set  > 0 and `t = dCl + log(t)/ log |λ−12 (W )|e. Let pt ≥ C0t for some C0 < ∞. With
probability at least 1− pi2/6, the following holds for all θ ∈ C:
∥∥∥ξ−1t ∇itF − 1N
N∑
i=1
∇fi(θ¯it)
∥∥∥
∞
= O
(d√log(t2/)
tN
)
, (43)
for all t ≥ 1 and i ∈ [N ].
The proof can be found in Appendix E. Note that the above is given in terms of ξ−1t ∇itF instead of
∇itF . However, the result remains relevant as the LO (7a) in the DeFW algorithm is scale invariant,
i.e., arg mina∈C〈∇itF ,a〉 = arg mina∈C〈α∇itF ,a〉 for any α > 0. In other words, performing the
FW step with ∇itF is equivalent to doing so with ξ−1t ∇itF . As ξ−1t ∇itF is an O(1/t) approximation
to N−1
∑N
j=1∇fj(θ¯jt ), Assumption 2 is satisfied with ∆dt = O(1/t). Lastly, we conclude that
Corollary 2 The sparsified DeFW algorithm using random coordinate selection, i.e., with line 3 &
4 in Algorithm 1 replaced by (22) & (41), respectively, generates iterates that satisfy the guarantees
in Theorem 1 (with high probability). Under strong convexity and interior optimal point assumption,
the communication complexity is O(N · (1/δ) · log(1/δ)) to reach a δ-optimal solution to (38).
In the above, the first statement is a consequence of Lemma 3. The second statement can be verified
by noting that reaching a δ-optimal solution requires O(1/√δ) iterations and the communication
cost is O(Nt log t) at iteration t, as the agents exchange an O(Nt)-sparse vector for Θ(log t) times.
5 Numerical Experiments
We perform numerical experiments to verify our theoretical findings on the DeFW algorithm. The
following discussions will focus on the two applications described in Section 4 using synthetic and
real data. To simulate the decentralized optimization setting, we artificially construct a network
of N = 50 agents, where the underlying communication network G is an Erdos-Renyi graph with
connectivity of 0.1. For the AC steps (22), (28) & (41), the doubly stochastic matrixW is calculated
according to the Metropolis-Hastings rule in [55].
5.1 Decentralized Matrix Completion
This section considers the decentralized matrix completion problem, where the goal is to predict
missing entries of an unknown matrix through corrupted partial measurements. We consider two
datasets — the first dataset is synthetically generated where the unknown matrix θtrue is rank-K
and has dimensions of m1×m2; the matrix is generated as θtrue =
∑K
i=1 yix
>
i /K where yi,xi have
i.i.d. N (0, 1) entries and different settings of m1,m2,K will be experimented. The second dataset is
the movielens100k dataset [56]. The unknown matrix θtrue records the movie ratings of m1 = 943
users on m2 = 1682 movies; and a total of 10
5 entries in θtrue are available as integers ranging from
1 to 5. The datasets are divided into training and testing sets and the mean square error (MSE)
on the testing set is evaluated as:
MSE = |Ωtest|−1
∑
(k,l)∈Ωtest
∣∣[θtrue]k,l − [θˆ]k,l∣∣2 , (44)
where θˆ denotes the estimated θ produced by the algorithm.
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Figure 1: Results on noiseless synthetic data with m1 = 100,m2 = 250 and rank K = 5. (Top-
Left) Objective value and consensus error of θ¯it against iteration number t, the objective values are
evaluated by F (θ¯t). (Top-Right) Worst-case MSE (among agents) against iteration number on the
testing set. (Bottom) Objective value (sq. loss) against iteration number t for DeFW and DPG.
The legend ‘Gau.’, ‘Sq.’ denote the consensus-based DeFW algorithm applied to (33) with the
negated Gaussian and square loss, respectively.
For the synthetic dataset, the training (testing) set contains 20% (80%) entries which are selected
randomly. For movielens100k, the training (testing) set contains 80× 103 (20× 103) entries. The
training data of the two datasets are equally partitioned into N = 50 parts; for movielens100k,
each agent holds 1600 entries. We evaluate the performance of the proposed consensus-based DeFW
algorithm applied to square loss and negated Gaussian loss, as described in Section 4.1. Unless
otherwise specified, we fix the number of AC rounds applied at ` = 1 such that the agents only
exchange information once per iteration. As the negated Gaussian loss is non-convex, we set the
step size as γt = t
−0.75. The centralized FW algorithm for both losses will also be compared (cf. (7));
as well as the decentralized algorithm in [45] (labeled as ‘Qing et al.’) and the DPG algorithm [15]
with step size set to αt = 0.1N/(
√
t+ 1) applied to square loss.
Our first example considers the noiseless synthetic dataset of problem dimensionm1 = 100,m2 =
250, K = 5. The results are shown in Fig. 1. Here, for the DeFW/DPG algorithms, we set the
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Figure 2: Results on sparse-noise contaminated synthetic data with m1 = 100,m2 = 250 and rank
K = 5. (Left) Objective value and consensus error of θ¯it against the DeFW iteration number t.
Notice that the consensus error (in purple and yellow) / duality gap (in black) are plotted in a
logarithmic scale (cf. the right y-axis) while the objective values are plotted in a linear scale; (Right)
MSE against the DeFW iteration number t on the testing set.
trace-norm radius to R = 1.2‖θtrue‖σ,1; and the algorithm in [45] is supplied with the true rank K
of θtrue. Notice that for this set of data, the minimum of (33) can be achieved by θ = θtrue ∈ C
with a zero objective value. From the top-left plot, for the DeFW algorithm applied to the convex
square loss function, we observe an O(1/t2) trend for the objective values, corroborating with our
analysis in Theorem 1; for the non-convex negated Gaussian loss function, the objective value and
the FW/duality gap gt also decay with t, the latter indicates the convergence to a stationary point.
Moreover, the consensus error of θ¯it for DeFW applied to the two objective functions decay at the
rate predicted by Lemma 1. On the other hand, the top-right plot compares mean square error
(MSE) of the predicted matrix θ for the testing set. Here, we also compare the result with the
algorithm in [45]. We observe that the MSE performance of the DeFW algorithms approach their
centralized counterpart as the iteration number grows, yet the algorithm in [45] achieves the best
performance in this setting, notice that the true rank of θtrue is provided to this algorithm. From
the bottom plot, the DPG method applied to square loss function converges at a relatively fast
rate in the beginning, but was overtaken by DeFW as the iteration number grows. It is worth
mentioning that the DeFW algorithms have a consistently better MSE performance than DPG.
The second example considers adding noise to the observations for the same synthetic data case
in Fig. 1. In particular, we adopt the same setting as the previous example but include a sparse
noise in the observations — here, each Zk,l = pk,l · Z˜k,l where pk,l is Bernoulli with P (pk,l = 1) = 0.2
and Z˜k,l ∼ N (0, 5) (cf. (32)). The convergence results are compared in Fig. 2. For the left plot,
we observe similar convergence behaviors for the DeFW algorithms applied to different objective
functions as in the previous example. On the right plot, we observe that the DeFW algorithm
based on negated Gaussian loss achieves the lowest MSE, demonstrating its robustness to outlier
noise. We also see that the algorithm in [45] performs poorly on this dataset.
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Figure 3: Convergence of test MSE against iteration number on the testing set on noise-free syn-
thetic data with m1 = 100,m2 = 250 and rank K = 10.
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Figure 4: Results on noiseless synthetic data with m1 = 200,m2 = 1000 and rank K = 5. (Left)
Objective value against running time. (Right) Worst-case MSE (among agents) against running
time.
Another interesting discovery is that the algorithm in [45] seems to fail when the rank of θtrue is
high, even when the true rank is known and the observations are noiseless. In Fig. 3, we show the
MSE against iteration number of the algorithms when the synthetic data is noiseless and generated
with m1 = 100,m2 = 250,K = 10. As seen, [45] fails to produce a low MSE, while DeFW offers a
reasonable performance.
The next example evaluates the objective value and test MSE on synthetic, noiseless data
against the average runtime per agent. We focus on comparing the DeFW and DPG algorithms.
In Fig. 4, DeFW demonstrates a significant advantage over DPG since the former does not require
the projection computation. In fact, the average running time per iteration of DeFW is five times
faster than DPG. We also expect the complexity advantages to widen as the problem size grows.
Lastly, we consider the dataset movielens100k. We set R = 105 and focus on the test MSE
evaluated against the iteration number for the proposed DeFW algorithm. The numerical results
are presented in Fig. 5, where we also compare the case when we apply multiple (` = 1, 3) rounds of
AC updates per iteration to speed up the algorithm. The left plot in Fig. 5 considers the noiseless
scenario. As seen, the proposed DeFW algorithm applied on different loss functions converge to a
reasonable MSE that is attained by the centralized FW algorithm. We see that the DeFW with
negated Gaussian loss has a slower convergence compared to the square loss which is possibly
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Figure 5: Convergence of the DeFW algorithm on movielens100k. (Top) Noiseless observations;
(Bottom) sparse-noise contaminated observations. Note that the duality gap and consensus error
are drawn in a logarithmic scale in the right plots.
attributed to the non-convexity of the loss function. Moreover, the algorithms achieve much faster
convergence if we allow ` = 3 AC rounds of network information exchange per iteration. The right
plot in Fig. 5 considers when the observations are contaminated with a sparse noise of the same
model as Fig. 2. We observe that the negated Gaussian loss implementations attain the best MSE
as the non-convex loss is more robust against the sparse noise. Interestingly, the DeFW algorithm
with ` = 3 AC rounds has even outperformed its centralized counterpart. We suspect that this is
caused by the DeFW algorithm converging to a different local minima for the non-convex problem.
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Figure 6: Convergence of the objective value on LASSO with synthetic dataset. (Left) against the
iteration number. (Right) against the communication cost (i.e., total number of values transmit-
ted/received in the network during AC updates). In the legend, ‘DeFW (extreme)’ refers to the
extreme coordinate selection and ‘DeFW (rand)’ refers to the random coordinate selection scheme.
5.2 Communication-efficient LASSO
This section conducts numerical experiments on the decentralized sparse learning problem. We
focus on the sparsified DeFW algorithm in Section 4.2 that has better communication efficiency.
We evaluate the performance on both synthetic and benchmark data. For the synthetic data, we
randomly generate each Ai as a (m = 20)×(d = 10000) matrix with N (0, 1) elements (cf. (37)) and
θtrue is a random sparse vector with ‖θtrue‖0 = 50 such that the non-zero elements are also N (0, 1).
The observation noise zi has a variance of σ
2 = 0.01. For benchmark data, we test our method on
sparco7 [57], which is a commonly used dataset for benchmarking sparse recovery algorithms. For
sparco7, we have Ai ∈ R12×2560 as the local measurement matrix and θtrue is a sparse vector with
‖θtrue‖0 = 20.
The sparsified DeFW algorithm is implemented with pt = d2 +αcomm · te, `t = dlog(t) + 1e with
extreme or random coordinate selection. We compare the algorithms of PG-EXTRA [16] (with
fixed step size α = 1/d), DPG [15] (with step size αt = 1/t) and BHT [7]. DeFW, PG-EXTRA
and DPG are set to solve the convex problem (38) with R = 1.1‖θtrue‖1. BHT is a communication
efficient decentralized version of IHT and is supplied with the true sparsity level in our simulations.
The first example in Fig. 6 shows the convergence of the algorithms on the synthetic data, where
we compare the objective value against the number of iterations and the communication cost, i.e.,
total number of values sent during the distributed optimization. We set αcomm = 0.05 for the DeFW
algorithms. From the left plot, we observe that DeFW and PG-EXTRA algorithms have similar
iteration complexity while ‘DeFW (rand)’ seems to have the fastest convergence. Meanwhile, BHT
demands a high number of iterations for convergence. On the other hand, in the right plot, the
DeFW algorithms demonstrate the best communication efficiency at low accuracy, while they lose
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Figure 7: Convergence of the objective value against the communication cost on LASSO with
sparco7 dataset. In the legend, ‘DeFW (extreme)’ refers to the extreme coordinate selection and
‘DeFW (rand)’ refers to the random coordinate selection scheme.
to BHT at higher accuracy. Lastly, ‘DeFW (extreme)’ achieves a better accuracy at the beginning
(i.e., less communication cost paid) but is overtaken by ‘DeFW (rand)’ as the communication cost
grows.
We then compare the performance on sparco7, where we show the convergence of objective
value against the communication cost in Fig. 7. We set αcomm = 0.025 for the sparsified DeFW
algorithms. At low accuracy, the DeFW algorithms offer the best communication cost-accuracy
trade-off, i.e., it performs the best at an accuracy of above ∼ 10−2. Moreover, ‘DeFW (extreme)’
seems to be perform better than ‘DeFW (rand)’ in this example. Nevertheless, the BHT algorithm
achieves the best performance when the communication cost paid is above 3 × 105. Lastly, we
comment that although BHT has the lowest communication cost at high accuracy, its computational
complexity is high as the former requires a large number of iterations to reach a reasonable accuracy
(cf. left plot of Fig. 6). The sparsified DeFW offers a better balance of the communication and
computation complexity.
6 Conclusions & Open Problems
In this paper, we have studied a decentralized projection-free algorithm for constrained optimiza-
tion, which we called the DeFW algorithm. Importantly, we showed that the DeFW algorithm
converges for both convex and non-convex loss functions and the respective convergence rates are
analyzed. The efficacy of the proposed algorithm is demonstrated through tackling two problems re-
lated to machine learning, with the advantages over previous state-of-the-art demonstrated through
numerical experiments. Future directions of study include developing an asynchronous version of
the DeFW algorithm.
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A Proof of Theorem 1
The proof of Theorem 1 follows from our recent analysis on online/stochastic FW algorithm [39].
Using line 5 of Algorithm 1, we observe that:
θ¯t+1 = θ¯t + γt(N
−1∑N
i=1 a
i
t − θ¯t) . (45)
Define ht := F (θ¯t) − F (θ?) where θ? is an optimal solution to (1). From the L-smoothness of F
and the boundedness of C, we have:
ht+1 ≤ ht + γt
N
N∑
i=1
〈ait − θ¯t,∇F (θ¯t)〉+ γ2t
Lρ¯2
2
, (46)
where ρ¯ was defined in (5). Observe the following chain for the inner product: for each i ∈ [N ], we
have
〈ait − θ¯t,∇F (θ¯t)〉 ≤ 〈ait − θ¯t,∇itF 〉+ ρ¯‖∇itF −∇F (θ¯t)‖2
≤ 〈a− θ¯t,∇itF 〉+ ρ¯ · ‖∇itF −∇F (θ¯t)‖2, ∀ a ∈ C
≤ 〈a− θ¯t,∇F (θ¯t)〉+ 2ρ¯ · ‖∇itF −∇F (θ¯t)‖2, ∀ a ∈ C,
(47)
where we have added and subtracted∇itF in the first inequality; and used the fact ait ∈ arg mina∈C〈a,∇itF 〉
in the second inequality. Recalling that ∇tF = N−1
∑N
i=1∇fi(θ¯it),
‖∇itF −∇F (θ¯t)‖2
≤ ‖∇itF −∇tF‖2 + ‖∇tF −∇F (θ¯t)‖2
≤ ∆dt +N−1
∑N
i=1 ‖∇fi(θ¯it)−∇fi(θ¯t)‖2
≤ ∆dt + L ·N−1
∑N
i=1 ‖θ¯it − θ¯t‖2
≤ ∆dt + L ·∆pt ,
(48)
where the third inequality is due to the L-smoothness of {fi}Ni=1. Recalling that ∆pt = Cp/t,
∆dt = Cg/t and substituting the results above into the inequality (46) implies:
ht+1 ≤ ht + γt〈a¯t − θ¯t,∇F (θ¯t)〉+ γ2t
Lρ¯2
2
+ 2ρ¯γt
Cg + LCp
t
, (49)
where a¯t ∈ C is the minimizer of the linear optimization (7a) using ∇F (θ¯t), i.e.,
a¯t ∈ arg min
a∈C
〈a,∇F (θ¯t)〉 . (50)
Case 1: When F is convex, we observe
〈a¯t − θ¯t,∇F (θ¯t)〉 ≤ 〈θ? − θ¯t,∇F (θ¯t)〉 ≤ −ht , (51)
where the first inequality is due to the optimality of a¯t and the last inequality stems from the
convexity of F . Plugging the above into (49) yields
ht+1 ≤ (1− γt)ht + γ2t
Lρ¯2
2
+ γt
2ρ¯(Cg + LCp)
t
. (52)
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As γt = 2/(t + 1), from a high-level point of view, the above inequality behaves similarly to
ht+1 ≤ (1− (1/t))ht +O(1/t2). Consequently, applying [58, Lemma 4] yields a O(1/t) convergence
rate for ht. In fact, this is a deterministic version of the case analyzed by [39, Theorem 10]. In
particular, setting α = 1,K = 2 in [39, (56)] and using an induction argument yield
ht ≤ 2 · (4ρ¯(Cg + LCp) + Lρ¯2)/(t+ 1), ∀ t ≥ 1 . (53)
Case 2: For the case when F is µ-strongly convex and θ? lies in the interior of C with distance
δ > 0 (cf. (6)). Using [39, Lemma 6], we have
〈θ¯t − a¯t,∇F (θ¯t)〉 ≥
√
2µδ2ht . (54)
Plugging the above into (49) gives
ht+1 ≤
√
ht(
√
ht − γt
√
2µδ2) + γ2t
Lρ¯2
2
+ γt
2ρ¯(Cg + LCp)
t
. (55)
Compared to the case analyzed in (52), when ht is decreased, the decrement in ht+1 is increased,
leading to a faster convergence. This is a deterministic version of the case analyzed in [39, Theo-
rem 7]. Setting α = 1,K = 2 in [39, (48)] and using an induction argument yields
ht ≤ (4ρ¯(Cg + LCp) + Lρ¯
2)2
2δ2µ
· 9
(t+ 1)2
, ∀ t ≥ 1 . (56)
B Proof of Theorem 2
B.1 Convergence rate
Let us recall the definition of the FW gap:
gt := max
θ∈C
〈∇F (θ¯t), θ¯t − θ〉 = 〈∇F (θ¯t), θ¯t − a¯t〉 , (57)
where we have used the definition of a¯t in (50) from the previous proof. For simplicity, we shall
assume that T is an even integer in the following.
From the L-smoothness of F , we have:
F (θ¯t+1) ≤ F (θ¯t) + 〈∇F (θ¯t), θ¯t+1 − θ¯t〉+ L
2
‖θ¯t+1 − θ¯t‖22 . (58)
Observe that:
θ¯t+1 − θ¯t = N−1
∑N
i=1 γt(a
t
i − θ¯it) . (59)
As ait, θ¯
i
t ∈ C, we have ‖θ¯t+1 − θ¯t‖2 ≤ γtρ¯. Using (47) and (48) from the previous proof of
Theorem 1, the inequality (58) can be bounded as:
F (θ¯t+1) ≤ F (θ¯t)− γt〈∇F (θ¯t), θ¯t − a¯t〉
+ 2γtρ¯ · (∆dt + L ·∆pt) + γ2t Lρ¯2/2
= F (θ¯t)− γtgt + 2γtρ¯ · (∆dt + L ·∆pt) + γ2t
Lρ¯2
2
.
(60)
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From the definition, we observe that gt ≥ 0. Now, summing the two sides of (60) from t = T/2 + 1
to t = T gives:
T∑
t=T/2+1
γtgt ≤
T∑
t=T/2+1
(
F (θ¯t)− F (θ¯t+1)
)
+
T∑
t=T/2+1
(
2γtρ¯ · (∆dt + L ·∆pt) + γ2t
Lρ¯2
2
)
.
(61)
Canceling duplicated terms in the first term of the right hand side above gives:
T∑
t=T/2+1
γtgt ≤ F (θ¯T/2+1)− F (θ¯T+1)
+
T∑
t=T/2+1
(
2γtρ¯ · (∆dt + L ·∆pt) + γ2t
Lρ¯2
2
)
.
(62)
As gt, γt ≥ 0, we can lower bound the left hand side as:
T∑
t=T/2+1
γtgt ≥
(
min
t∈[T/2+1,T ]
gt
)
·
( T∑
t=T/2+1
γt
)
, (63)
and observe that for all T ≥ 6 and α ∈ (0, 1),
T∑
t=T/2+1
γt ≥ T
1−α
1− α ·
(
1−
(2
3
)1−α)
= Ω(T 1−α) . (64)
Define the constant C := Lρ¯2/2 + 2ρ¯(Cg + LCp). When α ≥ 0.5, using the fact that γt = t−α,
∆pt = Cp/t
α, ∆dt = Cg/t
α, the right hand side of (62) is bounded above by:
G · ρ+ C ·∑Tt=T/2+1 t−2α ≤ G · ρ+ C · log 2 , (65)
note that the series is converging as we are summing from t = T/2 + 1 to t = T . Dividing the
above term by the lower bound (64) to
∑T
t=T/2+1 γt yields (16).
On the other hand, when α < 0.5, we notice that
T∑
t=T/2+1
t−2α ≤
∫ T
T/2
t−2α dt =
21−2α − 1
1− 2α
(T
2
)1−2α
. (66)
Therefore, the right hand side of (62) is bounded above by
Gρ+ C
T∑
t=T/2+1
t−2α ≤
(
Gρ+ C
1− (1/2)1−2α
1− 2α
)
· T 1−2α . (67)
Dividing the above term by the lower bound (64) to
∑T
t=T/2+1 γt yields (17).
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B.2 Convergence to stationary point of (1)
Recall that the set of stationary points to (1) is defined as:
C? := {θ¯ ∈ C : maxθ∈C〈∇F (θ¯), θ¯ − θ〉 = 0} . (68)
We state the following Nurminskii’s sufficient condition:
Theorem 3 [59, Theorem 1] Consider a sequence {θ¯t}t≥1 in a compact set C. Suppose that the
following hold5:
A.1 limt→∞ ‖θ¯t+1 − θ¯t‖ = 0.
A.2 Let θ be a limit point of {θ¯t}t≥1 and {θst}t≥1 be a subsequence that converges to θ. If θ /∈ C?,
then for any t and some sufficiently small  > 0, there exists a finite s such that ‖θ¯s− θ¯st‖ > 
and s > st.
A.3 Let θ be a limit point of {θ¯t}t≥1 and {θst}t≥1 be a subsequence that converges to θ. If θ /∈ C?,
then for any t and some sufficiently small  > 0, we can define
τt := min
s>st
s s.t. ‖θ¯s − θ¯st‖ >  (69)
where τt is finite. Also, there exists a continuous function W (θ¯) that takes a finite number
of values in C? with
lim sup
t→∞
W (θ¯τt) < lim
t→∞W (θ¯st) . (70)
Then the sequence {W (θ¯t)}t≥1 converges and the limit points of the sequence {θ¯t}t≥1 belongs to the
set C?.
We apply the above theorem to prove that every limit point of {θ¯t}t≥1 are in C?. First, A.1 can
be easily verified since
‖θ¯t+1 − θ¯t‖ ≤ γt
N
N∑
i=1
‖ait − θ¯t‖ ≤
γtρ¯
N
(71)
and we have γt → 0 as t→∞.
As C is compact, there exists a convergent subsequence {θ¯st}t≥1 of the sequence of iterates
generated by the DeFW algorithm. Let θ be the limit point of {θ¯st}t≥1 and θ /∈ C?. We shall verify
A.2 by contradiction. In particular, fix a sufficiently small  > 0 and assume that the following
holds:
‖θ¯s − θ¯st‖ ≤ , ∀ s > st, ∀ t ≥ 1 . (72)
As {θ¯st}t≥1 converges to θ, the assumption (72) implies that for some sufficiently large t and any
s > st, we have θ¯s ∈ B2(θ), i.e., the ball of radius 2 centered at θ.
Since θ /∈ C?, the following holds for some δ > 0,
〈∇F (θ¯s),θ − θ¯s〉 ≤ −δ < 0, ∀ θ ∈ C, ∀s > st . (73)
In particular, we have 〈∇F (θ¯s), a¯s − θ¯s〉 ≤ −δ as we recall that a¯s = arg mina∈C〈∇F (θ¯s),a〉.
5To give a clearer presentation, we have rephrased conditions A.2 and A.3 from the original Nurminskii’s conditions.
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On the other hand, from (60) and using Assumptions 1-2, it holds true for all t ≥ 1 that:
F (θ¯t+1)− F (θ¯t) ≤ γt · 〈∇F (θ¯t), a¯t − θ¯t〉
+ γt · O(t−α) + γ2t Lρ¯2/2 .
(74)
To arrive at a contradiction, we let s > st and sum up the two sides of (74) from t = st to t = s.
Consider the following chain of inequality:
F (θ¯s)− F (θ¯st) ≤
s∑
`=st
γ`(∇F (θ¯`), a¯` − θ¯`〉+O(`−α))
≤ −δ
s∑
`=st
γ` +
s∑
`=st
γ`O(`−α) ,
(75)
where the first inequality is due to the fact that γ2`Lρ¯
2/2 = γ`O(`−α) and the second inequality is
due to (73). Rearranging terms in (75), we have
F (θ¯s)− F (θ¯st)−
s∑
`=st
C · `−2α ≤ −δ
s∑
`=st
`−α , (76)
for some C < ∞. As 1 ≥ α > 0.5, we have lims→∞
∑s
`=st
`−2α < ∞ on the left hand side and
lims→∞
∑s
`=st
`−α → +∞ on the right hand side. Letting s→∞ on the both side of (76) implies
lim
s→∞F (θ¯s)− F (θ¯st) < −∞ , (77)
This leads to a contradiction to (73) since F (θ) is bounded over C. We conclude that A.2 holds for
the DeFW algorithm.
The remaining task is to verify A.3. We notice that the indices τt in (69) are well defined since
A.2 holds. Take W (θ) = F (θ) and notice that the image F (C?) is a finite set (cf. Assumption 3).
By the definition of τt, we have θ¯s ∈ B(θ¯st) for all st ≤ s ≤ τt − 1. Again for some sufficiently
large t, we have θ¯s ∈ B(θ¯st) ⊆ B2(θ) and the inequality (75) holds for s = τt − 1. This gives:
F (θ¯τt)− F (θ¯st) ≤
τt−1∑
`=st
γ` · (−δ +O(`−α)) . (78)
On the other hand, we have θ¯τt /∈ B(θ¯st) and thus
 < ‖θ¯τt − θ¯st‖ ≤
τt−1∑
`=st
γ`
∥∥∥ N∑
i=1
ai`
N
− θ¯`
∥∥∥ ≤ ρ¯ τt−1∑
`=st
γ` . (79)
The above implies that
∑τt−1
`=st
γ` > /ρ¯ > 0. Considering (78) again, observe that O(`−α) decays
to zero, for some sufficiently large t, we have −δ + O(`−α) ≤ −δ′ < 0 if ` ≥ st. Therefore, (78)
leads to
F (θ¯τt)− F (θ¯st) ≤ −δ′
τt−1∑
`=st
γ` < −δ
′
ρ¯
< 0 . (80)
Taking the limit t → ∞ on both sides leads to (70). The proof for the convergence to stationary
point in Theorem 2 is completed by applying Theorem 3.
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C Proof of Lemma 1
For simplicity, we shall drop the dependence of α in the constant t0(α). It suffices to show that for
all t ≥ 1, √√√√ N∑
i=1
‖θ¯it − θ¯t‖22 ≤
Cp
tα
, Cp = (t0)
α ·
√
Nρ¯ . (81)
We observe that for t = 1 to t = t0, the above inequality is true since θ¯
i
t, θ¯t ∈ C and the diameter
of C is bounded by ρ¯. For the induction step, let us assume that
√∑N
i=1 ‖θ¯it − θ¯t‖2 ≤ Cp/tα for
some t ≥ t0. Observe that
θit+1 = (1− t−α)θ¯it + t−αait . (82)
Denote a˜t = N
−1∑N
i=1 a
i
t and using Fact 1, we observe that,
N∑
i=1
‖θ¯it+1 − θ¯t+1‖22 ≤
|λ2(W )|2 ·
N∑
j=1
‖(1− t−α)(θ¯jt − θ¯t) + t−α(ajt − a˜t)‖22 ,
(83)
where we have used the fact θ¯t+1 = (1− t−α)θ¯t + t−αa˜t. The right hand side in the above can be
bounded by
N∑
j=1
‖(1− t−α)(θ¯jt − θ¯t) + t−α(ajt − a˜t)‖22
≤
N∑
j=1
(‖θ¯jt − θ¯t‖22 + t−2αρ¯2 + 2ρ¯t−α‖θ¯jt − θ¯t‖2)
≤ t−2α(C2p +Nρ¯2) + 2ρ¯t−α
√
N
√√√√ N∑
j=1
‖θ¯jt − θ¯t‖22
≤ t−2α(Cp +
√
Nρ¯)2 ≤
((t0)α + 1
(t0)α · tα · Cp
)2
,
(84)
where we have used the boundedness of C in the first inequality, the norm equivalence ∑Nj=1 |cj | ≤√
N
√∑N
j=1 c
2
j in the second inequality and the induction hypothesis in the third and fourth in-
equalities. Consequently, from (23), we observe that for all t ≥ t0,
|λ2(W )| · (t0)
α + 1
(t0)α · tα ≤
1
(t+ 1)α
, (85)
and the induction step is completed. Finally, Lemma 1 is proven by observing that (81) implies
(25).
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D Proof of Lemma 2
We prove the first condition (29) with a simple induction. This condition is obviously true for the
base step t = 1. For induction step, suppose that (29) is true up to some t, then
N∑
i=1
∇it+1F =
N∑
i=1
(∇itF −∇fi(θ¯it)) +
N∑
i=1
∇fi(θ¯it+1) . (86)
Note that the first term on the right hand side is zero due to the induction hypothesis. Thus, the
induction step is completed and N−1
∑N
i=1∇itF = N−1
∑N
i=1∇fi(θ¯it) for all t ≥ 1. Lastly, as W is
doubly stochastic, we have N−1
∑N
i=1∇itF = N−1
∑N
i=1∇itF .
Then, we prove the second condition (30). For simplicity, we drop the dependence of α in the
constant t0(α). Recall ∇tF := N−1
∑N
i=1∇itF . It suffices to prove:√√√√ N∑
i=1
‖∇itF −∇tF‖22 ≤
Cg
tα
,
Cg =
√
N max
{
|λ2(W )|(t0)α
( Lρ¯
1− |λ2(W )| +B1
)
, 2(2Cp + ρ¯)L
}
,
(87)
for all t ≥ 1 using induction. For t = 1 to t = t0, we shall prove that the left hand side of the
inequality is bounded. To proceed, we define the d×N matrices:
Et :=
(∇1tF · · · ∇Nt F )− (∇tF · · · ∇tF )
∇Ft := (∇f1(θ¯1t ) · · · ∇fN (θ¯Nt )) ,
(88)
and observe ∑N
i=1 ‖∇itF −∇tF‖22 = ‖vec(Et)‖22 . (89)
Furthermore, E1 = ∇F1(W − (1/N)11>), and we have the following recursion for t ≥ 2,
Et =
(∇1tF · · · ∇Nt F )− (∇tF · · · ∇tF )
=
((∇1t−1F · · · ∇Nt−1F )+∇Ft −∇Ft−1)W − (∇tF · · · ∇tF )
= (Et−1 +∇Ft −∇Ft−1)(W − (1/N)11>) ,
(90)
where we have used the equivalence below:
1
N
∇Ft11> = 1
N
(∇1tF · · · ∇Nt F )11> = (∇tF · · · ∇tF ) . (91)
For t = 1, ‖vec(E1)‖2 ≤ |λ2(W )|
√
NB since ‖vec(∇F1)‖2 ≤
√
NB1. For t ≥ 2, we have
‖vec(Et)‖2 ≤ ‖(W − (1/N)11>)⊗ I‖2(‖vec(Et−1)‖2 + ‖vec(∇Ft −∇Ft−1)‖2) . (92)
Since ‖(W−(1/N)11>)⊗I‖2 ≤ |λ2(W )| and the L-smoothness of fi implies ‖vec(∇Ft−∇Ft−1)‖2 ≤√
NLρ¯, this leads to
‖vec(Et)‖2 ≤ |λ2(W )| ·
(‖vec(Et−1)‖2 +√NLρ¯) (93)
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Evaluating the recursion above shows
‖vec(Et)‖2 ≤ |λ2(W )|
√
NLρ¯
1− |λ2(W )| + |λ2(W )|
√
NB1 , (94)
and thus proving the base step for t = 1 to t = t0.
For the induction step with t > t0, we suppose that
√∑N
i=1 ‖∇itF −∇tF‖22 ≤ Cg/tα for some t ≥
t0. Define the slack variable δf
i
t+1 := ∇fi(θ¯it+1)−∇fi(θ¯it). We observe that ∇it+1F = δf it+1 +∇itF
and ∇it+1F =
∑N
j=1Wij∇jt+1F , thus applying Fact 1 yields
N∑
i=1
‖∇it+1F −∇t+1F‖22 ≤
|λ2(W )|2 ·
N∑
i=1
‖∇itF + δf it+1 −∇t+1F‖22 ,
(95)
Similarly, define δFt+1 := ∇t+1F − ∇tF = N−1
∑N
i=1 δf
i
t+1 and observe that we can bound the
right hand side of (95) as
N∑
i=1
‖∇itF + δf it+1 −∇t+1F‖22
≤
N∑
i=1
(
‖∇itF −∇tF‖22 + ‖δf it+1 − δFt+1‖22
+ 2 · ‖δf it+1 − δFt+1‖2 · ‖∇itF −∇tF‖2
)
(96)
where the first inequality is obtained by expanding the squared `2 norm and applying Cauchy-
Schwartz inequality.
Observe that for all i ∈ [N ], we have the following chain:
‖δf it+1‖2 = ‖∇fi(θ¯it+1)−∇fi(θ¯it)‖2 ≤ L‖θ¯it+1 − θ¯it‖2
≤ L
∥∥∥∑Nj=1Wij((θjt+1 − θ¯jt ) + (θ¯jt − θ¯it))∥∥∥
2
≤ L∑Nj=1Wij(t−αρ¯+ 2Cpt−α) = (2Cp + ρ¯)Lt−α ,
(97)
where the last inequality is due to the convexity of `2 norm, the update rule in line 5 of Algorithm 1
and the results from Lemma 1. Using the triangular inequality, we observe that
‖δf it+1 − δFt+1‖2 =
∥∥∥(1− 1N )δit+1 + 1N ∑j 6=i δjt+1∥∥∥2
≤ (1− 1N )‖δit+1‖2 + 1N ∑j 6=i ‖δjt+1‖2
≤ 2(1− 1
N
)
(2Cp + ρ¯)Lt
−α ≤ 2(2Cp + ρ¯)Lt−α .
(98)
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Finally, applying the induction hypothesis, the right hand side of Eq. (96) can be bounded by
N∑
i=1
‖∇itF + δf it+1 −∇t+1F‖22
≤ t−2α(C2g + 4N(2Cp + ρ¯)2L2)
+ t−α4L(2Cp + ρ¯)
√
N
√∑N
i=1 ‖∇itF −∇tF‖22
≤ t−2α (Cg + 2L√N(2Cp + ρ¯))2 ≤ ((t0)α + 1
(t0)α · tα · Cg
)2
,
where we have used the fact that
∑N
i=1 ‖∇itF − ∇tF‖2 ≤
√
N
√∑N
i=1 ‖∇itF −∇tF‖22 in the first
inequality. Invoking (23), we can upper bound the right hand side of (95) by C2g/(t + 1)
2α for
all t ≥ t0. Taking square root on both sides of the inequality completes the induction step.
Consequently, (30) can be implied by (87).
E Proof of Lemma 3
Applying triangular inequality on the error vector yields:∥∥∥ξ−1t ∇itF − 1N
N∑
j=1
∇fj(θ¯jt )
∥∥∥
∞
≤ ξ−1t ·
∥∥∥∇itF − 1N
N∑
j=1
∇fj(θ¯jt ) 1Ωt
∥∥∥
∞
+
∥∥∥( 1
N
N∑
j=1
∇fj(θ¯jt )
) (ξ−1t 1Ωt − 1)∥∥∥∞ ,
(99)
where 1 denotes the all-one vector. For the first term in the right hand side of (99), observe that
∇itF is obtained by applying the AC updates on the sparsified local gradients ∇fi(θ¯it)  1Ωt for
`t = dCl + log(t)/ log |λ−12 (W )|e rounds, applying Fact 1 yields the following for all i ∈ [N ]:∥∥∥∇itF − 1N
N∑
j=1
∇fj(θ¯jt ) 1Ωt
∥∥∥
∞
≤ |λ2(W )|`t ·
∥∥∥(∇fi(θ¯it)− 1N
N∑
j=1
∇fj(θ¯jt )) 1Ωt
∥∥∥
∞
≤ |λ2(W )|Cl ·B/t ,
(100)
for some B <∞ since the gradients are bounded.
For the second term in the right hand side of (99), we first apply the inequality ‖(N−1∑Ni=1∇fi(θ¯it))
(ξ−1t 1Ωt − 1)‖∞ ≤ ‖N−1
∑N
i=1∇fi(θ¯it)‖∞‖(ξ−1t 1Ωt − 1)‖∞ from [60]. Now, the probability that co-
ordinate k is included is given by:
P (k ∈ Ωt) = 1− P
( N⋂
i=1
k /∈ Ωt,i
)
= 1− (1− 1
d
)ptN = ξt , (101)
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and that E[1Ωt ] = ξt1. Then, observing that each element in ξ−1t 1Ωt is bounded in [0, ξ
−1
t ] and
applying the Hoefding’s inequality [61], the following holds true for all x > 0:
P
(‖ξ−1t 1Ωt − 1‖∞ ≥ x) ≤ 2d · e−2x2/ξ−2t , (102)
where we have applied a union bound argument to take care of the `∞-norm.
Setting x = ξ−1t
√
(log(2dt2)− log )/2 and applying another union bound show that with prob-
ability at least 1− (pi2/6), the following holds for all t ≥ 1:
∥∥∥ 1
N
N∑
i=1
∇fi(θ¯it) (ξ−1t 1Ωt − 1)
∥∥∥
∞
≤ ξ−1t
∥∥∥ 1
N
N∑
i=1
∇fi(θ¯it)
∥∥∥
∞
√
log(2dt2/)
2
,
(103)
As d 0, we have ξ−1t ≈ d/(ptN). Recalling pt ≥ C0t yields the desired result in Lemma 3.
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